How to fill in a CTT race entry form - These forms are required for open events, but not club events

Enter race name, and it is
useful to include the course
code from the CTT
handbook

Personal Details are
required here. Also
complete emergency
contact details — very
important.

Enter the date of the event,
and the fee
Indicate the type of machine
you are riding.

If you are new to TT
racing and want to enter
fast open events, then tick
YES to be a reserve as it
may be that with an
excess of entries you may
not get in directly, but may
do as a reserve

Don’t forget to sign and
date the form! - It is
surprising how many do.
Remember that
photocopied signatures are
not accepted.
Line 6 Enter your fastest performance since 1st
January last year. If the performance is the same
as one of the lines above you can put ‘As line 1’
if a 10, etc.
Line 7 Enter your fastest ever performance ever,
regardless as to when it was done.
Both lines refer to the distance entered.

This section should be
completed by Veteran
riders (over 40’s). The
‘Plus’ and ‘standards’ can
be explained by someone
in the club

Make sure you use the
latest version of the
form

This is important for the Organiser (& handicapper, if done). These are your time that should get you an entry (or
not, if they are not fast enough!) into an event. Fill it out truthfully and clearly (it is a Word doc, so you can type the
details if you have got a PC). I have rejected some in the past due to illegible or inaccurate info - it is easy to find
out if you know how!
For lines 1 to 5 enter the event name (these can be open or club events, except for entry to National Champs) and
as long as they were CTT events. Also complete the remaining details (Date, your time for each distance (or
distance for the 12 hour), the course code (check the CTT book if unsure), and if known, the winners details). If not
ridden any of a particular distance, then put ‘Nil’ - do not leave it blank.
All the times entered here should have been within the current season or any of the previous 3 seasons.

